The diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. Contribution of non-clinical tests.
A group of 89 patients in whom multiple sclerosis (MS) has been clinically diagnosed with varying degrees of certainty, and 25 patients with optic neuritis (ON), were subjected to the following electrophysiological tests: visual evoked response (VER), auditory brainstem-evoked response (ABER), somatosensory-evoked response (SSER), blink reflex and electronystagmography (ENG). All these patients also underwent computerized tomography (CT scan) and analysis of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). A new diagnostic procedure is proposed, combining optimum detection of definite MS with optimally economical use of the above-mentioned non-clinical tests. The results for the MS patients show that definite MS can be diagnosed much more frequently (72%) if abnormal results in the above-mentioned tests are accepted as evidence of a (subclinical) CNS lesion. Application of the clinical diagnostic criteria of McAlpine yielded "definite MS" only in 27% of our patient material. Our diagnostic criteria showed evidence for MS in 36% of the patients clinically diagnosed as having ON. The test results were inconclusive as regards the possibility of the remaining ON patients developing MS in the future.